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Under current (2021-) AFMS rules for hosting AFMCs, authors of papers published in the conference proceedings will
retain the copyright of their paper via Creative Commons Licensing. Thus, all papers will be published on the AFMS
website (with an ISSN code) and made available through the Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial CC BYNC 4.0 License*. This serves to make papers widely accessible and usable to other researchers within the limitations of
the Creative Commons (CC) BY-NC 4.0 License.
The CC BY-NC 4.0 License* includes the following provisions of which authors should be aware and the responsibilities
to which they must agree. When submitting a paper the corresponding author warrants that all the co-authors agree to
the following terms and conditions.
1. The copyright of the paper is held by the author(s) (or their employer or funder for organisations in which the
employees are not permitted to hold copyright for work undertaken as part of their employment). Note that once
a paper is in a fixed form it is automatically protected by copyright (under international copyright treaties) and
the creator is the copyright holder.
2. Credit must be given (BY code in the CC Licence) to the creator (i.e. the author(s) of the AFMC paper) for others
using their work.
3. The paper (NC code in the CC Licence) cannot be used for commercial advantage (e.g. sale of the paper) by any
party.
4. Authors of a paper are permitted to post their full paper as presented in the AFMS website (after its first
publication) in both their personal, institutional or public websites.
5. After an AFMC paper has been first published (as part of the AFMC Proceedings) by the AFMS on its website,
the paper can also be made available in its unaltered form by other parties.
6. Users (e.g. other researchers) of a published AFMC paper are permitted to use material (e.g. a figure) in their
own creative work but they must accompany such use by a full attribution to the AFMC paper from which it
came and it cannot be used for commercial purposes. This means that a user does not need to obtain permission
from the author and copyright holder to use material in the paper.
7. Users (e.g. other researchers) are permitted to create derivatives or adaptations of a published AFMC paper as
new creations of their own. However, in doing so, proper attribution of the original AFMC paper must be given
and the derivative (adapted) work cannot be used for commercial advantage.
8. As the copyright holder, the authors of an AFMC paper take full responsibility for adhering to the requirements
for the publication of original work; this includes matters as the correct attribution of others’ works, avoidance
of plagiarism, removal of commercial biases, and accepting any adverse consequences arising from the content
of the work.
9. While the AFMS oversees the reviewing of AFMC papers, it does not take responsibility for the content, use or
misuse of the final published papers that are owned by the authors.
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